1. Who is telling what happens in *Arizona Agriculture: Bee’s Amazing Adventure*?
   A. Farmer John
   B. Rancher Ron
   C. Pee Wee Bee
   D. Hon E. Bee

2. According to the book, *Arizona Agriculture: Bee’s Amazing Adventure*, which of the following is not a reason farmers and ranchers go to college?
   A. Learn how to be agricultural scientists
   B. Learn how to farm and ranch in a modern world
   C. Learn how computers and machines help solve problems and save time
   D. Learn how to communicate with other agriculture specialists

3. What does the word *fragile* mean as used in *Arizona Agriculture: Bee’s Amazing Adventure*?
   A. Easily damaged
   B. Easily broken
   C. Hard as a rock
   D. Heavy as a rock

4. What happens to Hickman eggs just before they are packed into cartons?
   A. Machines wash and size the eggs, and check them for cracks.
   B. The eggs are carefully loaded onto trucks for delivery to the store.
   C. Workers pick up the eggs from the different places where the hens laid them.
   D. Workers place the eggs on a moving conveyor belt.

5. Which of the following facts comes from the book, *Arizona Agriculture: Bee’s Amazing Adventure*?
   A. The Arizona trout is only found in Arizona.
   B. Arizona ranchers produce enough beef for every person in the state to eat a burger daily for 300 days in a row.
   C. The saguaro cactus blossom is the official state flower.
   D. Arizona is the state with the largest percentage of land for Native American Indians.